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Cover Design by Janessa Torres
The typefaces used within this
issue of Echo consist of the
following Google typefaces
Raleway and Gelasio.
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L e t t e r from
th e

Editors

At the time you're reading this, we will have
lived through two major events affecting the
typical narrative of life. When the calendar
flipped to 2020, people were on the edge
of their seats, looking forward to creating
an entirely new decade. High school
and college students were beginning to
take control and demand change. That
happened much faster than we could have
ever expected.
Ironically, Echo’s Life issue, which is
produced by Columbia College Chicago
students from the Journalism and Design
programs, was published during the
COVID-19 pandemic and the worldwide
Black Lives Matter protests following the
death of George Floyd.
In January, we began writing and designing
the magazine in our classroom. However, we
ultimately created the issue at home, on our
own laptops, in our own bedrooms, with no
idea of how to cope with this shocking new
reality. Together, we taught ourselves how to
collaborate via Zoom and work in the best
way possible.

In this issue of Echo, we explored the concept
of life in two sections: Evolve and Finale. We
wanted to describe how humans change and
grow, and to understand the final stages of life.
We wanted to learn more about beginnings
and endings. We knew that to make an impact,
we would have to dive deep into stories that
pushed the reader into topics that were taboo.
We hope that with these stories of people who
overcame addiction and trauma; who chose
their own nontraditional paths; who advocate
for the change they’d like to see in the world,
readers will gain different perspectives of life.
To help achieve that, the designers projected
a positive message with deep, bright colors,
multiple typefaces and powerful illustrations
and photography, to leave the reader feeling
connected and empowered.

•
•

There's no one way to express what life
is. We can only attempt to, by exploring
beginnings and endings, depending on our
own experiences. With this issue of Echo
magazine, we aim to help readers find their
own meaning of life, both the beautiful and
the painful parts.

M is si o n S ta te m e n t
Echo magazine strives to push boundaries through creative, ethical and transparent
journalism while also providing a powerful visual experience. We aim to educate,
empower and engage our audience by exploring taboo topics, amplifying unheard
voices, creating an inclusive environment and telling stories that would otherwise go
untold. As a student-run publication, Echo acts as a laboratory for journalism with a
focus on collaboration, innovation, diversity, equity and inclusion.
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10. When I Grow Up
How do your childhood interests influence your
career today?

14. Beauty in Rust
A ride through Gary’s neighborhoods

20. Life During the Pandemic
Essays about living through the COVID-19 pandemic

25. Success Without College
From The Grilled Cheese Dude to a social media
influencer, people who took an alternate route

30. Black Lives Matter
A letter to the Black Children

32. Activists 2020s Wishlist
Local advocates, mentors and activists envision what
the next decade will look like
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38. I Felt Invincible — Until I Wasn’t
A painful family loss sent me into a drinking spiral I had
to climb out of

40. Child-Free by Choice
Members of the child-free movement have no
apologies to make

42. Surviving Suicide
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44. My Reading With a Medium
I wanted to connect with my past and ended up having
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47. How Tarot Readings Can Change Your Life
I thought tarot readings were pointless, until one of
them changed everything
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54. In Harmony with Nature
Green burials protect funeral workers and
the environment

56. Grief Doesn’t End at the Gravesite
Providing support to families long after their loved
ones are gone
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64. 19 Years in the Joint
Father Jim Baraniak’s prison visits full of life, energy
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59. Murdery Mystery
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What I learned writing 50 letters to death row inmates
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How did your
childhood interests
influence your
career today?
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When I Grow Up
By Chardai Powell
One day when Joe Frillman was 7, his parents left the house and put his older brother in charge.
Frillman used the lack of supervision to find a cooking show on TV, and watched with interest as
the host made french fries. Inspired, he found a razor-sharp mandoline in his parent’s kitchen,
sliced some potatoes and ended up cutting himself badly. “I feel like that was part of the influence,
television. That was my first influence on cooking and that really sparked an interest,” Frillman says.
Regardless of how old we get, it’s always fun to reminisce about our answer to the question every kid
gets: “So, what do you want to be when you grow up?” As we get older, though, the better question is,
“How did your childhood interests influence your career today?”
Joe Frillman, 37, is the executive chef and owner of Daisies, a Chicago restaurant known
for its hand-made pasta. “When I was around 7 years old, I watched a lot of cooking shows. Every
afternoon after ‘Sesame Street’ it was ‘Julia Child,’ and ‘The Frugal Gourmet’ — all these old-school
cooking shows in their traditional format, way before the cooking network. I would watch those
shows and then try to make that stuff on my own, even though I was young. When I went to college,
I was trying to figure out what I wanted to do, and I gravitated toward cooking, and the nostalgia
of those shows, [being] exposed to food I had never seen and things I’ve never heard of. That was the
main influence.”
Tamani Lyn, 22, is the founder and chief executive officer of Women of Lyn and Lyn
Financial Advising. She’s a public speaker, mentor and host of “The Women of Lyn”
podcast. “I had a lot of childhood hobbies. My mother put me in everything. Swimming, ballet,
dance—you name it, I basically did it. That exposed me to a lot of different people and taught me
people skills super early on. I feel like that has really contributed to my growth in being able
to connect with such a diverse amount of people, especially when I speak to big crowds. I can
relate to each person in the crowd on any topic. Being involved in so many different extracurricular
activities definitely helped build my personality.”
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Britt Julious, 32, is a freelance writer. Her work has been
published in the Chicago Tribune, Glamour magazine, the New
York Times and Vice, and she is a recipient of the 2019 Studs Terkel
Award. “I always enjoyed writing as a child. I was really influenced by
the book ‘Harriet the Spy,’ where she spied on her neighbors, friends and
family and wrote about it in a notebook. After reading that in fourth grade,
I started doing something similar. That developed into using writing as an
outlet to express my feelings. I’ve had a journal of some form since I was
in the fourth grade. Consistently utilizing writing as an outlet for how I’m
feeling and how I see the world really led me to where I am now as a writer
and journalist.”

Jacob Webster, 21, is a photographer and the founder of Jpwphoto.
He has photographed celebrities including Kim Kardashian and
events such as the Grammy Awards. “I was always into acting, arts
and crafts and creating, I just didn’t realize it. My parents taught me to go
down a professional path, so I was always focused on my schoolwork, but
I would also act, play the violin, paint and draw. I think that influenced
my creativity. I find inspiration in movies, TV shows, music and art. I find
myself taking a lot of inspiration from my childhood and applying that
to now.”

Natalie Craig, 28, is the managing editor for OEM Magazine and
the creator of the plus-size fashion blog Natalie in the City. Craig’s
work has been published in the Chicago Tribune and Glamour
magazine. “For as long as I can remember, I was always really interested
in magazines. I traveled a lot as a kid because my mom worked for the
airlines, and I got to fly for free. I always really enjoyed going to the store
at the airport to get a magazine and diving into the depths of a magazine
in all aspects: the layout, the size and, of course, the written word. That’s
something I really took to and I just loved consuming that. With that,
comes fashion. As a kid, I viewed fashion as an armor to build confidence
—I was a bigger kid, [which] came with bullying.”
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Zoë Isaac, 55, is a jewelry designer, fashion designer and interior
designer. She is also the owner of Zoë…A Lifestyle, a jewelry,
fashion and fragrance brand. “Mine was art and sewing. My mom and
my grandmother sewed, so it was always around me, and that led to my
passion for designing clothes. I used to do a lot of putting together, like
building blocks and Legos. Growing up in the ’60s, you played with what
you had, and you made your own toys. It had a big influence, because now
I’m a clothing designer, jewelry designer and an artist.”

Anthony Umrani, 57, is a senior photojournalist at CNN
Washington. “My father is an artist, and artistic ability runs in my family.
I started out drawing and then got into photography, which my father
taught me to do. I used to look at his subscription to National Geographic
and was always fascinated with pictures of places around the world. It
used to be more difficult to have photography as a hobby before digital
because you had to buy film and pay to get it developed and printed. When
I graduated from high school, my parents bought me a camera. In college,
I was stuck between still photography and television, but since TV was a
growing business at the time, I said, ‘Why don’t I try TV?’”

Johanna Luna, 34, is a TV and radio host, and the producer of
#SpotlighTV and Radio Network. “As a child, I loved art, music,
animation and cinema. My father was a principal and teacher in Ecuador,
and that played an influence in my career choice as a journalist. I think
it’s very important to be the messenger of truth and report the facts. I’ve
been a journalist for 12 years now, and I’ve worked across Canada for
numerous radio stations. All my experience and education has led me
down this path.”
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Beauty in Rust:
A Ride Through Gary’s Neighborhoods
By Colin Lenburg
“When I was a kid, my buddies and I would ride our bikes over to 40th and Broadway, even though my dad always told me to
keep away from there,” says Sam Love as we pull out of his gravel driveway in his grey Mazda CX-5. “We went to this sketchy
gas station to buy some KISS tapes. When my dad found out, I got chewed out so bad I promised I’d never go back. I went
back three days later and bought ‘Destroyer.’”
Love’s hometown, Gary, Indiana, is the punchline of a lot of jokes. The city has been disrespected and shunned for years
because of a history that’s riddled with political corruption, industrial shutdowns, racial tensions and abandoned buildings.
However, Gary, home to around 75,000 people, is much more than the urban decay.
As a local writer and community organizer, Love hopes to change people’s opinions of Gary by providing a two-hour car
ride through the borders of its many neighborhoods. He’s arranged the tour as a way to present historical context, insight
and a visual representation of the beauty hiding within Gary’s many abandoned buildings, unmowed lawns and tagged
concrete walls.
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Love, a lifelong resident of Northwest Indiana — also called The Region — says he began giving
his tours in 2009 as part of a group of artists called AREA Chicago, which stands for art, research,
education and activism. In order to drum up fundraising money, members provided a service
for donations.
“Since I was a Gary guy, I offered to take folks on a tour of Gary. It kinda took off from there,” says
Love, a former workshop instructor for the Center for Urban and Regional Excellence at Indiana
University Northwest.
The day of our tour is an unusually perfect day for this time of year. The temperature is crisp with a
bright blue, cloudless sky overhead. This journey through Gary was only just beginning.
Our tour starts in Miller, a neighborhood on Gary’s far east side. Miller Beach, on the other hand,
is a town outside Gary that’s popular with well-off people who want beachfront property on Lake
Michigan. Love says some people don’t recognize it as part of Gary. Miller was annexed as a part of
Gary in 1918, 12 years after Gary’s founding. However, Love considers himself as an outsider within
his own neighborhood. “When people tell me I live in Miller Beach, I tell them I live closer to Aetna
and Glen Ryan than I do to the beach.”
The roads leading toward the beach display homes ripped from the

pages of an F. Scott Fitzgerald novel. Houses built in Spanish and Italian
styles line the hilly roads. In contrast to the luxury and excess, Love’s
home is quiet and quaint. His block is across from the Miller post office,
his concrete porch steps are beginning to crumble and the sidings
need a facelift. The old homes of Miller tell their own stories with their
looks alone.
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Gary is the punchline of a lot
of jokes. The city has been
disrespected and shunned
for years.
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On this particular morning, the winding roads that lead into the fields
of dune grass and sand are empty and we are the only vehicle on the
road. As we exit the architectural beauty of Miller, we enter an image of the
stereotypes that Gary was given many years ago.
The next stop is Marshalltown. The roads are plagued with potholes, and the
wheels of the Mazda shake violently with each crevice. The neighborhood
has decayed over the decades; many of the houses are run down with roofs
caved in, windows boarded up with plywood and windows smashed. It’s a
striking difference from Miller.
“These houses here shouldn’t have been built,” Love says. “They had to build
a bunch of levees to keep out flooding since this area is mostly swampland.”
The next stage of the trip is through Love’s childhood neighborhood on the
border of Merrillville and Gary, just off of 54th and Connecticut. His old
home once had yellow bricks, which with the passage of time have faded
into beige.
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The true beauty from Gary’s exterior is not found in six-figure homes on
the lakefront, nor in the broken down buildings of times past. The
true beauty of Gary lies with the residents who are proud to call the city
their home.
“One of my old friends, Naomi Millender, who was the president of the
Gary Historical and Cultural Society, told me a long time ago, and
it always stuck with me: ‘If you leave Gary and you find success and
happiness somewhere else, that’s great, I’m happy for you,’” he says.
“‘But if you leave and you demean the place you’re from, then you can go
to hell.’”
Two hours later, our tour is over. Although the trip was brief, the
experience of the journey was eye-opening. Love’s tour creates a dialog
between those who have lived through Gary’s history and those who
haven’t experienced the events firsthand. He’s the kind of teacher who
leaves a lasting impression.
“I want to show people the richness of Gary’s history, and then they can
learn from the mistakes and try to make the future brighter,” he says. “I
hope that we can make the necessary changes to keep the city progressing
and growing.”
To learn more about the pictures, please see Page 74.
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Life

During the Pandemic
Echo magazine staff members describe what life
was like during the first months of the pandemic
While the Echo staff was assembling this issue, the COVID-19 pandemic
struck the Midwest. Our school shut down and we were left with a bit of
a predicament: How do we address this pandemic, a moment in world
history that is changing the structure of our society? We asked each of
the 16 staff members of Echo to write an essay capturing the essence
of the isolation and insanity of living through a pandemic. These essays
range from serious to comical, personal to whimsical — just as diverse
as the staff of Echo.

Discovering My Inner Introvert
By Tessa Brubaker
If you saw me back in February 2020, I was
constantly on the go. My days were filled
to the brim with school, two internships
and a bunch of side projects. On my days
off, I always packed my days to the fullest
with things to do. I prided myself on being
extremely extroverted.
Then the pandemic hit Chicago, and my life as
I knew it fell apart. Classes were canceled, my
internship sent me to work from home and it
felt like life had come to a complete standstill.
Everything was suddenly unpredictable. Not
only was I worried about graduating, but I was
scared for what the future would bring.

Underneath all of that anxiety,
I found some beautiful moments
to hold on to.
It was shocking, but underneath all of that
anxiety, I found some beautiful moments to
hold on to. I learned that spending time alone
wasn’t as scary as I thought. I discovered the
simple joy of chatting over coffee with friends,
even if it was through a screen. I fell in love. I
found out it was OK to be unproductive and
that learning a hobby outside of my career
could make me a happier person. I realized
nothing was more satisfying than baking bread
or putting down that final puzzle piece. I found
peace listening to the birds sing through my
open kitchen window. And somehow, tucked
away from the scary realities of the pandemic,
I realized I didn’t need all of those social
activities to make me happy. Through this
moment, I finally discovered my inner introvert.
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I Did All the Right Things,
Then the Pandemic Happened
By Yasmeen Qahwash
I remember hearing about the coronavirus on
the news before it reached the United States,
but it wasn’t a huge concern of mine at the
time. I was too caught up in the fast-paced
world between work and school to worry
about anything else. All I could focus on was
graduating and starting a new chapter.

My Quarantine Birthday
By Janessa Torres
Every time I tell someone when my birthday is,
I am immediately asked, “Have you ever been
pranked on your birthday?” Being an April
Fools’ baby can be funny if you have years
of family stories to tell, but oddly enough,
my family and friends have never pulled any
birthday pranks on me besides the occasional,
“Your whole life is a joke!”

Within a matter of days, everything came to a
screeching halt. It felt like I hit a brick wall and
everything began to crumble. Once the virus
started spreading throughout the rest of the
world, everything changed very quickly.

This year was a little different because for
my 21st birthday, the whole world decided
to play a birthday prank on me — by forcing
me to stay home. Imagine telling someone
to stay home on their 21st birthday under
normal circumstances.

It wasn’t until Columbia shut down that I got
nervous. My senior year was cut short, just like
that. I stared at the email for a while, letting
it sink in that this was how my college career
was ending.

Imagine telling someone to stay
home on their 21st birthday
under normal circumstances.

It felt like I hit a brick wall and
everything began to crumble.
The next day, I unknowingly walked into my
last day at work. The virus was costing the
company too much money, so they had to make
some tough cuts to their staff. I spent the rest
of the day in shock and took as long as possible
to pack up my desk. What started out as an
internship that I thought I’d hate turned into a
job opportunity, working alongside the best staff
I’ve ever worked with. I couldn’t believe it was
over. I cried as I walked home and wondered
how I was going to get through this.
Later that week, commencement was canceled.
In the middle of writing an article for this
very magazine, I shut off my computer and
broke down. It was hard to stay optimistic
and motivated when everything I was looking
forward to and succeeding at was abruptly taken
away by something completely out of everyone’s
hands. I did all the right things and took so
many risks to get myself this far, and this was
how it was going to end?

Your 21st birthday is arguably one of the
most hyped-up birthdays of your life. You’re
supposed to go bar-hopping, take shots with
your best friends, go clubbing, go dancing,
at the very least go out and do something.
Instead, due to COVID-19, my birthday was
spent baking my own poorly executed
birthday cake, taking shots of Fireball with my
mom and a Zoom call where my best friends
sang me happy birthday out of sync because
of their slow internet connection. They tried
their best and that is what matters, right? It
was definitely not the 21st birthday experience
that anyone would dream of or expect.
Nevertheless, it made me laugh and made
light of the situation we were all dealing with.
When my mom realized my 21st birthday was
going to pass while we were in quarantine,
she kindly reminded me that during her 21st
birthday, she was at home too — because she
was pregnant with me. So, I guess I should be
happy that I at least got to drink during mine.
If anything, this experience gave me a pretty
good story to tell my kids one day when they
turn 21.

I never expected to be thrown a curve ball this
big, especially at this time in my life. There must
be a light at the end of this tunnel, I just can’t
see it yet.
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Nothin’ But Class at the Pro Bass
By Colin Lenburg
I didn’t pay much attention to the news when
the pandemic first hit. I didn’t think it’d
blossom into the series of botch-jobs the current
presidential regime had created for themselves.
All I knew was that it was a Friday afternoon
and I was dreading going to my shift, selling
firearms to the Confederacy of Dunces for eight
agonizing hours.
The place was a zoo. Waves upon waves of
people swamped the gun counter at the Portage
Bass Pro Shops like a hurricane hitting a levee.
My co-workers were overwhelmed and the
folks looking for help were the worst kind of
customers; old and incredibly entitled. I felt
claustrophobic, like I was going to suffocate
among the hoard of customers who grew angrier
by the second.

I was considered an essential
worker and I hated every
minute of it.
I’d write each customer’s name on a piece
of scrap paper, confirm their address, grab
whatever firearm they wanted (mostly AR-15’s
and handguns) and pass them off to my
co-workers who were running background
checks. Sometimes they’d run four or five
checks at a time.
After being yelled at by an old man in bib
overalls for not having ammunition, I ran
into the gun vault and sat on the floor. I was
hyperventilating, a full-blown panic. I couldn’t
breathe and decided that I just couldn’t do
this anymore. I sat in silence for a moment. I
thought about my co-workers still suffering the
rush outside of the steel doors. I regained my
composure and dealt with the hoard as best as
I could.
The waves didn’t stop. For three weeks, it was
nonstop 10- to 12-hour days, 50 to 60 hours a
week. I was considered an essential worker and
I hated every minute of it. Instead of staying
home, the old folks came to the store to buy
guns en masse. Especially when that $1,200
stimulus check hit their bank accounts.
Be kind to those who work retail. We need your
empathy now more than ever.
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Romeo and Juliet:
The Quarantine Love Affair
By Aleya Huebner
My Dearest Romeo,
I am afraid being together is going to be much
harder than one would have ever believed
before. From my balcony I look at you below
in your khaki shorts and your fraternity shirt,
smoking your father’s cigar, and I dream of
what it would be like to simply climb over
your family’s backyard fence and run into your
arms. Instead now, social distancing gets in
the way. You light your cigar and look up at
me in my white lace dress. I smile and throw it
back, hoping that my TikTok dancing skills will
capture your attention for eternity.

We will face this pandemic
together, even if that
means from six feet apart.
The pandemic brought you home from
college, but for now it keeps us apart. Your
name I do not know, so Romeo it is. We’ve
never spoken and I’d never even seen your
face until you were outside shooting hoops
during Quarantine Week 3. But we will face
this pandemic together, even if that means
from six feet apart. We will get matching
masks and gloves and fall in love forever.
The boy next door, my Shakespeare
quarantine dream come true — luckily for us
we have Snapchat and the rest of our lives.
Mask on or mask off, the coronavirus cannot
take away our love.
Zoom call at 4?
Your Darling Juliet

The Pandemic Forced Me
to Focus on Myself
By Vicky Mavreas
Every day felt different. Some days I felt like I
could get through anything that came my way.
Some days I felt like a complete disappointment
and got mad at myself for not having enough
energy to get things done. Some days I felt
numb. It was a weird transition to be forced to
change for the entire world’s safety.
When the pandemic caught people’s attention,
I kept thinking, “It’s not a big deal, this won’t
affect me, this will pass soon.” So naive. Soon,
the world had a different energy. I could feel the
grief in the air; I felt stiff and unsettled. The
city was quiet, although the birds were louder
than ever. I breathed deeply, to get as much
fresh air as possible before being stuck inside
the same two rooms for the rest of the day.
I stared out my bedroom window a lot. It was
peaceful to watch the trees blowing in the wind
and the sun shining on the flowers. It was an
escape from reality. But the more I looked, the
more I remembered that the world is being
destroyed around us — like an erupting volcano.
I got laid off from both of my jobs, as a graphic
design assistant in an office and a server at a
restaurant. I lost my two work families and the
places I went to get peace of mind, to be
creative and to expand. I never thought I’d have
to apply for unemployment at the age of 22.
Losing my jobs took away my independence. I
had overextended myself at work, but that was
all I ever knew. I never relied on anyone. Earlier
this year, I had to move back in with my parents,
who were in the middle of a messy divorce.
Work and school were distractions; they kept me
out of my own head and I liked it that way. Now,
being stuck inside an uneasy home I always
avoided forced me to stop and think. I’m trying
to find new ways of thinking and break bad
habits, but also appreciate what I do have and
what I can control.

I could feel the grief in the air; I
felt stiff and unsettled. The
city was quiet, although the birds
were louder than ever.

After being in quarantine for two months, I
surprised myself. I became more open with my
family, more aware of my emotions. I found
ways to derail my self-loathing thoughts and
actually listen to myself.
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UNBEATABLE
PRICE!
UNBEATABLE
LOCATION!
THE FLATS
STUDENT

HOUSING

312.939.0112

THEFLATSSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
829 S WABASH AVENUE • CHICAGO, IL 60605

ALL Utilities Included!
Fully Furnished &
Unbeatable Amenities!
SIGN A LEASE TODAY!

SAVE ON A CTA PASS! 5 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS. RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET

FROM COLUMBIA’S NEW STUDENT CENTER, AND SURROUNDED BY CTA STOPS!
Rates/Installments do not represent a monthly rental amount (& are not prorated), but rather the total base rent due for the lease term divided by the number of installments.
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Success
Without
College
From The Grilled Cheese Dude
to a social media influencer:
Four young people who took an
alternate route
By Abigail Davidson
Every year, about 2 million young adults say
goodbye to high school and set their sights
on college. It’s the norm for two-thirds of high
school graduates, according to federal data.
But some young people choose to skip
college to pursue their dreams, chase their
passions or launch their own businesses.
Here are the stories of four young people
who forged their own paths, minus the
bachelor’s degree.
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Cole Fortman
					

The Grilled Cheese Dude

When Cole Fortman was 18, he left Chippewa
Falls, Wisconsin, for Chicago to go to film school.
After a year, he dropped out. He hated it.
Looking back, Fortman knows he really didn’t
have the passion for college, but he says
he’d “been trained to think for my entire life
up to that point.”
Instead, he wanted to be an entrepreneur,
starting in middle school, when he would sell
sunglasses from his grandfather’s factory to
his classmates, or in high school, when he sold
peanut butter and chocolate treats.
Fortman didn’t realize the grilled cheese he
made could be called “gourmet.” It was just his
routine recipe: sourdough bread; at least three
cheeses (deli, if he has the budget for it, though
Sargento’s works too); and, to top it off,
seasonings like bacon or pulled pork.
Becoming the Grilled Cheese Dude happened by
accident. Initially, he was just posting pictures
of his grilled cheese on social media, working
with friends, trying to get the best grilled cheese
“stretch” he could on camera. Soon he was being
asked to make the sandwiches at parties, which
gave him a new idea: The Grilled Cheese Tour, a
45-day bike from Arizona to Chicago, which
boosted his social media profile.
He has found a niche making his sandwiches on
film shoots in Chicago and music festivals.
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The bike tour, he says, changed his life.
“There was one point where I was going down
the side of a mountain in Arizona and I was
braking, going like 45 miles per hour, and I was
just screaming at the top of my lungs. It was
all beautiful.”

I was just screaming at
the top of my lungs. It
was all beautiful.

I always had this passion
for entrepreneurship,
and I knew that that was
always where I wanted
my career to end up.

“

Danny Perry grew up in the Chicago suburbs
and after high school, he attended the University
of Kentucky in Lexington. He spent about two
years there studying marketing, but in 2017,
he decided to make a big change. After an
internship with Fooji, a startup advertising tech
company in Lexington, he was offered a fulltime position. He left college and started his
dream job.

l
I

“I always had this passion for entrepreneurship,
and I knew that that was always where I wanted
my career to end up,” says Perry, who’s 23.
Eventually, he left Fooji and moved to Chicago
to pursue his own ideas and freelance as a
motion graphic artist. One of his entrepreneurial projects is Plugin Play, a software
development company for video editing
products. He’s also worked with high-profile
brands including Disney, Fender, MTV and
Nutribullet.

•

Perry says there are three key components
of his life so far that have been the most
positive: First off, he has no student debt
hanging over his head, having been able
to pay it off. The second is freedom: “I’m able
to work wherever I want and whenever I
want, and not have to go and clock in at some
office at 9 every single morning.”
The final component, he says, is his ability to
experiment. “I’m able to work on a lot of
different aesthetics, vibes, messaging and copy,
and kind of take away something from each one
of those to put toward my own personal brand,”
he says.

		

			

Motion graphic artist

Danny Perry
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Joie Gadsden
Freelance makeup artist, influencer

When Joie Gadsden, a freelance makeup artist
and makeup influencer, was growing up, she
was the child always drawing and expressing
herself through creativity, as well as obsessed
with the entertainment industry.
“When I was little, I was always into watching my
mom do her makeup, and I was so intrigued
with the human face and being able to paint it,”
says Gadsden, who’s 21 and goes by 		
@thegoldnnug on Instagram.

She’s based in Washington, D.C., where she was
born and raised, running her business, taking
on clients and sharing her looks on social media.
Gadsden often refers to herself as a creative, and
it’s that very part of her identity that steered her
away from the traditional path of college. After
about a year at Bowie State University, she
walked away.
In college, she began building a name for herself
while she was still living in the dorms, doing
makeup for people. It wasn’t enough to be a job,
but it got her foot in the door and set her up for
taking on clients full time, which is what she did
right away.

Being able to work
with brands that I
used to dream about
even purchasing has
been amazing.

“
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“Being able to work with brands that I used to
dream about even purchasing has been
amazing,” Gadsden says. “Working with them
and knowing CEOs and presidents of companies
is really fulfilling for me.”
She has no regrets about plotting an unusual
course for her career. “I love being able to take
clients and make their day better and really
experience and meet new people, network and
connect with different people,” she says.
Gadsden has advice for anyone considering an
alternative to college: Go for it. “Put every doubt
in your mind and anyone else’s opinions in the
dumpster and just focus on you,” she says.

“

Kids were interested in
music, so we would do
spoken word and music
production.
When Wayne Cauthen graduated from high
school, he had some options. Thanks to his
afterschool volunteer work with at-risk youth,
tutoring and running an arts program, he got a
free year at Wilbur Wright College in his
hometown, Chicago. Although the youth
program was his passion, he took advantage of
the free schooling. But, at 19, after one semester
in community college, he simply dropped his
classes and didn’t go back.

Today, Cauthen is 31 and runs Stylin’ Out
Network, an entertainment collective in Chicago
for DJs, artists and dancers who perform at
live events.
Through the afterschool program, he developed
a love for hip-hop, break dancing and music.
“The kids were interested in dance, so we’d teach
them to breakdance. Kids were interested in
music, so we would do spoken word and music
production,” Cauthen says,
During his first semester of college, he began
traveling around the country for competitive
break-dancing tournaments. He continued
touring for a couple of years after college, and
eventually got a full-time position at a
community center, working in youth
development in the arts.
Surrounded by co-workers with degrees in
social work and psychology, he says he’s had to
defend himself for not completing his. However,
he says, he has a valuable skill that sets him
apart: his strong connection to young people
and their parents.

				

Dancer, music instructor, business owner

Wayne Cauthen
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A Letter to the Black Children

By Chardai Powell
Dear Black Children,
I am sorry that you are born into a world where the system
works against you.
Where you can’t play with a toy gun in fear of being shot by the
police in the middle of the street
Where your first serious talk isn’t “the birds and the bees” or
“don’t drink at parties.” It’s what to do when the police pull
you over
Where the length of your locs can almost get you banned from
your senior high school graduation
Where jogging in your own neighborhood or walking in
someone else’s can get you shot and killed
Where screaming “I can’t breathe” for 8 minutes and 46
seconds is not a loud enough cry for help
Where white people only care about your life as a #BLM
marketing tool
Where Netflix documentaries give you a better lesson than your
history teacher
Where you are rolled up in a wrestling mat by your classmates,
have your organs mutilated, and still there’s no justice
Where you have to go out, protest and riot to beg to be treated
like a human
Where you and your four other friends can’t hang inside a
church without the fear of a hate crime
Where you have to prove your value to society in order to
receive kindness
Where the system sees you as guilty before innocent
Where you can’t express yourself for fear of being “too loud” or
“too ghetto”
Where you can’t ever just be a kid
Where you constantly fear for your life, but the people who are
supposed to protect you are the ones who gun you down
Where your school's history lessons edit your history
Where you are picked apart
Where talking proper is “unusual” for your race
I am sorry that you are taught to “grow up” way faster than you
should have to.
Sincerely,
An educated black woman
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The Activists
2020s Wishlist
A group of local advocates, educators,
mentors and activists envision
what the next decade will look like.

Echo magazine asked five local advocacy groups what their
goals are for the 2020s. From mentoring young girls to
achieve their dreams to responding to climate change, these
activist groups are ready to change the world for the better.
Their answers had common themes of mentorship, impact
and inclusiveness.

Ladies of Virtue
Mentors Prepare Girls for College and Careers
By Olivia Deloian and Tessa Brubaker
Jamila Trimuel was lucky. Growing up, she was encouraged by her
family to pursue her passions and overcome the obstacles thrown her
way. It wasn’t easy, but having a strong support system helped her
get into college and build a career. Not everyone in her South Side
community had a similar support system.
“I had a lot of friends whose parents just weren’t in their lives in a
positive way,” Trimuel says. “What I really learned was that positive
role models really change the trajectory of your life.”
In 2011, Trimuel was inspired to found Ladies of Virtue, a mentoring
program that supports girls between ages 9 and 18 to learn life skills:
applying for college, developing job readiness skills, giving back to
their communities and learning how to become leaders.
Trimuel, Ladies of Virtue’s CEO, says the group began with just
six girls. Nine years later, the program has served over 1,000 girls.
As the number of girls in the program has grown, so have its offerings.
It now provides programs such as college tours and summer
internship placements.

“When I see the girls who have graduated from our program come back
to mentor and speak to our girls about the experiences that they’ve had,
that’s how I know we’re truly making a difference in Chicago, and we’re
changing their lives,” she says.
Trimuel’s biggest goal for the coming decade is to serve more girls and
expand community partnerships and career pipeline opportunities.
“Right now, we have a STEM career pipeline as well as a law career pipeline
in partnership with Loyola University. We are looking to expand that to
business, entrepreneurship and trades as well.”
Trimuel says Ladies of Virtue is important to help underserved girls
in Chicago.
“Our girls and our mentors are literally filling in the gaps providing
them with the support they need every step of the way,” Trimuel
says. “That’s what we’re all about, that’s what we do and we have the
results to show for it.”

Sierra Club
Green Group Keeps Fighting for a Cleaner Future
By Yasmeen Qahwash
When Jack Darin, director of the Illinois
chapter of the Sierra Club, looks ahead, he
sees the group’s biggest goal as being on
track to 100 percent clean energy by 2030.
Achieving this goal will require ending
reliance on fossil fuels with the help of the
Illinois Clean Energy Jobs Act, a climate
and clean energy bill that the Illinois chapter
is working on with the city of Chicago.
Darin says that the group wants all of Illinois’
bodies of water to support healthier wildlife,
safer recreation and increased economic activity.
He points to the success in cleaning up Lake
Michigan as a model for the group’s efforts.
The Sierra Club also focuses on addressing
overuse of single-use plastics.

“We’re using plastics that were originally
designed to last for a lifetime, and in some cases
we’re just using them for 10 minutes and then
throwing them away,” says Darin. To tackle
this issue, he says, people must become more
efficient in what they buy and consume.
As the 128-year-old club heads into the new
decade, Darin is staying optimistic that more
people will become inspired to get involved
as public awareness and alarm about climate
change is growing.
“We are the last decade to make the changes
we need to make to avoid the worst
consequences of climate change,” he says.
“The question that will be answered in
this decade is, Is [public awareness] growing
fast enough to solve the problem?”

The Chicago Fund
Charitable Fund Helps Communities
in Their Efforts to End Gun Violence
By Olivia Deloian and Abigail Davidson
The Chicago Fund for Safe and Peaceful
Communities has a very timely mission: It
supports grassroots groups that in turn work
toward decreasing gun violence and building
community. These efforts are especially critical
during the summer months, when gun violence
in Chicago peaks.
Anna Lee, who is co-chair of the fund and
director of community impact at the Chicago
Community Trust, has an important role in
making these critical changes happen, by
helping keep money flowing to the grassrootslevel groups. “We’re looking at organizations
that are deeply rooted within their communities,
and we see that through the partnerships that
they have formed,” Lee says.
In 2019, the Chicago Fund for Safe and Peaceful
Communities gave $1.1 million in grants to
181 groups in neighborhoods across the city,
especially in the West and South Sides. The
groups range from block clubs, churches and art
organizations, and they provide events, training
and programs to people in their communities.

“I think it’s important to have a multi-pronged
approach to discussing the issue of gun
violence,” Lee says. Community organizations
are the best way to do that, she says, because
“they often are not only closest to the issue, but
have the most expertise in the solutions.”
Looking forward, the fund wants to stay the

course in supporting those who create positive
change in disinvested neighborhoods, as
well as in helping to change the narrative
surrounding Chicago’s issues with gun violence
in underserved communities.
“We [want to] highlight the assets in these
communities and highlight the leadership that
community members are in addressing this
issue,” Lee says.

Black Girls Break Bread
Group Brings Black Women and Girls
Into Conversation About Inequity
By Chardai Powell and Olivia Deloian
Black Girls Break Bread creates educational
programs to inspire and uplift African American
girls and women in Chicago — from middle
school to middle age, as Co-founder Jessica
Davenport-Williams puts it. The nonprofit
group stresses the importance of building social
and emotional well-being for Black women and
girls, focusing specifically on issues of identity,
inclusivity and affirmation.
“We have worked for the last three years
on creating these safe spaces in academic
institutions and focusing on health outcomes.
Ultimately, it has increased our drive to address
the root cause of these issues versus the BandAid effect,” Davenport-Williams says.

Looking ahead into 2020, the group plans to
develop new ways to address the root causes of
racial inequity, working with current partners
such as Chicago Public Schools. Black Girls
Break Bread has created programs for William
Jones College Preparatory High School and

Walter Payton College Preparatory High School,
as well as the University of Chicago and DePaul
University.
“If [young Black girls, in particular] are in
classrooms and being taught by people who
don’t look like them or can’t relate to their
personal experience, it creates barriers for their
achievement and just their social and emotional
well-being,” Davenport-Williams says.
The organization’s goal is to talk about
colorism and mental health, DavenportWilliams says. These topics can be taboo,
depending on what culture you’re from, she

says, so Black Girls Break Bread offers “an
opportunity to talk about how it is to navigate
[the world] as a Black woman.”

Easterseals
Local Easterseals Advocates
for People With Disabilities
By Rachael Perry
As a mother of two sons with disabilities,
Theresa Forthofer knows the importance of
early intervention and advocacy for people like
her sons, now in their 20s. Her youngest son
was an infant when he was diagnosed with
myotonic muscular dystrophy and autism —
much earlier than many others.
Forthofer is the president and chief executive
officer of Easterseals DuPage and Fox Valley,
which is a local chapter of the national
organization that serves people with disabilities,
ranging from children to seniors.
Forthofer says Easterseals DuPage and Fox
Valley region focuses almost exclusively on
pediatric medical rehabilitation. This includes
occupational therapy, physical therapy and
speech therapy. Her group mainly works
with kids from birth to young adulthood who
have mild to complex developmental delays,
including autism and Down syndrome.
Forthofer says one of the biggest challenges is
funding. For instance, she says Medicaid doesn’t
fully reimburse the direct cost of children’s
therapy services.

“We have to limit the number of services [their
families] can get, and we’re not always able to
without fundraising,” she says. About 20 percent
of the DuPage and Fox Valley chapter’s annual
budget comes from fundraising. The group
is also funded through the fees for services,
Medicaid, Medicare and private insurance.
Forthofer says her hope for the new decade
is to see more access to therapy, transportation,
employment and housing for people with
disabilities. Improving access to therapy for
disabled people is her number one goal,
because there are many barriers, including
costs and location.
One of Easterseals’ roles is to advocate Congress
for legislation that will address these problems.
However, she says, some of the best activists
are those living with disabilities. “I have
my viewpoint as a mother of two kids with
disabilities, but I really depend on other people
with disabilities to help inform me of what
barriers they are facing.”

I Felt Invincible —
Until I Wasn’t
A painful family loss sent me into a drinking
spiral I had to climb out of.
By Colin Lenburg
I had my first drink at 14 years old. It was a
sweltering day in July and I was baling hay
with my uncle in a field south of Wanatah
off of U.S. 421. He forgot to pack water, only
populating the cooler with cans of Miller Lite.
To fight my dehydration, I drank the beer.
It tasted like piss, but at the time it was the
only option, so I cut my losses and rolled
with it. Little did I know, that day in a hayfield
in western Indiana would send me in a
downward spiral of booze and
self-destruction.
For seven or so years, I drank. My friends and
I would steal bottles of whiskey and gin from
our parents’ liquor cabinets and drink all night,
howling at the moon. We were animals then.
We didn’t have a care in the world; all we
needed was that feeling of numbness, where
your body shakes like a leaf on a tree during a
windstorm. That feeling of not being in control
of my own body was as intoxicating to me as
the drink itself. I felt invincible.
My downward spiral began in the fall of 2018.
My grandfather was the closest thing I had to a
dad. He had Parkinson’s disease and dementia
for years, and he was deteriorating fast. I had
just started my junior year of college and was
on the train headed home from Chicago. As
soon as I stepped off that train to walk to my
car, I had a feeling in my gut, like I’d just been
slugged by a heavyweight fighter. I knew he
was gone. I sped down the road, crying like a
banshee the whole way to the house.
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I pulled into the driveway and my worst fears
were confirmed. He died 15 minutes before
I got there. I was too late. I didn’t get to say
goodbye. I felt extreme guilt for not taking that
day off school to spend the day with him one
last time. I drank until I saw triple. There was
no reason why I needed to remember that
night. I stuck with that philosophy for a few
months after.
I began drinking heavily after that. I’d separate
myself from my friends and family and buried
the hatred I had for myself deep inside. I didn’t
want to burden others with the emptiness I
had within.
My grandmother was a hell of a woman. She
was tough as nails and the queen of tough
love, but she tried her best to be there for
me when Gramps died and my spiral began.
She’d text me nearly every morning, telling
me she loved me and that she was proud of
me. I’d never respond. I was too preoccupied
by selfish indulgence to think of her. I’d argue
with her over the dumbest subjects. I was a
raw nerve, and I didn’t even notice my own
grandmother’s deterioration.
She had difficulty eating in the fall of 2019 and
complained about her side hurting. I didn’t
pay it much attention. She was the toughest
woman I knew. She’d get better and this would
all blow over. Life decided to stun all of us
shortly after that.

Terminal pancreatic cancer. The doctor gave
her three to six months to live, and my heart
was ripped out. I started drinking more than I
ever did before. Every night after I’d get off the
train from classes, I’d drive down an empty
road to the family farm and drink the night
away with my family.
The booze started to take on a life of its own.
One night, after stumbling home from a long
night of getting loaded with my friends, I heard
a soft voice call out to me. “Collie, you don’t
have to do this anymore,” the voice said. The
voice was familiar, but I couldn’t picture where
it was coming from.
I heard the soft flutters of Miles Davis’ trumpet
in my head as well. I turned around and saw
them, Gram and Gramps. They looked like
they did when I was a kid. They looked happy
and healthy, too. “It’s not your time yet, son,”
Gramps said to me. I reached out to them,
but they vanished just as quickly as they
had appeared. Miles’ trumpet squealed. This
come-to-Jesus moment should’ve sparked
the desire to change, to get help, to get better.
Instead, I continued to get loaded, just for the
slim chance that I’d get to hear them talk to
me again.
The last time I heard my grandparents’ voices
was on Christmas Eve. I’d been drinking at
a family party all night. It got late and my
mother took me home. I needed to puke,
but I tried my best to not make her car look
like a Jackson Pollock painting. I began to
choke. Is this how I’m gonna go out? Choking
on my own vomit in my mom’s car? On
Christmas Eve, of all days? As I blacked out
and drifted in and out of consciousness, I
heard my grandparents one last time. “I’m so
disappointed in you,” they said.

This was a new low. There was no other way
to describe it. I needed to get off this path or
else I wasn’t going to live to see 23. I decided
that I needed help. I needed people to talk
to. I started going to Alcoholics Anonymous
meetings and cut out drinking entirely. I
couldn’t function properly as a human being
if alcohol was in my system. I met people who
helped me out of the funk. Men and women
who had experienced horrors a million times
worse than I had. They lost their houses,
families, jobs; they lost everything due to their
compulsive need to drink.

wounds of my life. Just know that you’re loved
and that people do care about you. I care
about you. If you need help, go to a meeting.
Forget the spiritual aspects of AA if you need
to. The meetings consist of a group of people
who’ve experienced similar things to you, and
they want to support you and help you heal.
My name is Colin, and I’m an alcoholic. I don’t
have the desire to drink anymore, and I’ve
been sober since last fall.

I’m not telling you this story for sympathy.
I’m writing this because I hope nobody else
experiences the things I have. If I can help
one person seek help after reading this, then
it’ll be worth opening up the barely-healed

I’m not telling you this story for sympathy. I’m writing this
because I hope nobody else experiences the things I have.
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Women shrug off peer pressure and focus on their own lives
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By Abigail Davidson
For many women, the question of if — or when — they’re going to
have children is deeply personal. The question can seem casual
enough that the answer could be a simple “Yes!” or “Soon!” So,
what happens if you’re a woman whose answer is “No”?
Being child-free by choice isn’t new. Since the 1970s, the percentage
of women without children has risen. Over time, more women have
decided to opt out of parenthood and focus on their own lives for
many personal reasons.
In the 1970s, the U.S. Census Bureau began tracking women’s
lifetime childbirths and found that from 1976 to 2006 the
percentage of women ages 40 to 44 with no children doubled from
10% to 20%, and women with a higher education were far more
likely to opt out of parenthood.
“At that point, you could really see what was happening with the
different choices women were making. It was the time of the
second-wave feminist movement, with more women in the
workplace,” says Amy Blackstone, a sociology professor at the
University of Maine.

More women have
decided to opt
out of parenthood.
In 2008, Blackstone began researching women’s decisions to not
have children. At that time, in her mid-30s, she was questioning
the decision of parenthood in her own life. “I had a bunch of
friends who were becoming mothers, and I was realizing that I
wasn’t really feeling the same pull toward motherhood that many
of them described.”
Times have changed. Now, the child-free movement pops up all
over social media, with women and men sharing their own stories
and venting about the criticism they receive. Reddit is a hot spot for
conversations about the child-free lifestyle, with one discussion
group numbering 950,000 people; members ask questions like, “Is
there really backlash against being child-free?” and “Am I the only
child-free person who likes kids?” Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
also host active communities. Instagram’s #Childfreebychoice has
generated more than 30,900 posts, and the Twitter account
@TheChildChoice has 2,000 followers.
Blackstone says many child-free couples say they liked being able to
spend their time keeping their relationship number one in their
lives. There are many roles to fill in children’s lives, and being their
parents is just one of them. Meaghan Torrence spends her days
with teenagers as a high school math teacher in Arlington Heights,
Illinois, but goes home to her husband and her “furry children”
— her two dogs — and says she wouldn’t have it any other way.

Originally, Torrence, 32, and her husband planned on
having children and raising a family together, but changed
their minds. “I think now, as I’m getting older, it all
stemmed from the fact of that’s what you’re supposed to do,”
she says. After all, that’s what her mother did, her husband’s
mother did, and both of her sisters have done. “It was a very
stigmatized aspect of our decision.”
She has built a life with her niece and two nephews and sees
them as much as she can. “They’re like my children by
choice, I guess you could say. I can do everything with them,
but I can also give them back,” she says.
Torrence has an answer for those who think opting out of
parenthood is selfish: “I think part of it is recognizing that
selfishness is not a negative trait. If that’s what you need,
then that’s what you need, and you should take it.”
For Carrie DeVine, a 44-year-old store manager, getting
older means she’s no longer under scrutiny for being
child-free.
“It’s nice to finally be in my 40s, and not having somebody
constantly asking, ‘When are you going to have kids?’” she
says. “I just don’t think people realize what a personal
question that is and people have no qualms asking it.
It floors me.”

“It’s nice to finally be
in my 40s, and not having
somebody constantly
asking, ‘When are you
going to have kids?’ ”
“We have four really good friends that don’t have kids either,”
says her husband, Jerry DeVine. “So it wasn’t like we were
the only ones where there would’ve been pressure to do
what our friends were doing.”
Torrence says everyone experiences challenges, no matter
what route they take. “If you choose to have children, you’re
extremely strong, because you’re taking on such a large life
change and responsibility. If you choose not to, you’re still
extremely strong, because you’re forced to learn more about
yourself and navigate your life without children.”
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After my mom died, I yearned to escape the new
reality I had been forced into. I wanted to be with her,
and I couldn’t help but replay her death in my mind.
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Surviving Suicide
I overcame my own suicide attempts; my mother didn’t.
By Shannon Carrillo

When I was 12, my mom committed suicide by overdose. It’s
a moment that has changed my life forever.
It happened on what was supposed to be a normal night.
My siblings and I came home from school and my twin
sister, Stella, and I were preoccupied planning Halloween
costumes in my bedroom. Our mother was asleep on the
couch downstairs, exhausted from working overnights.

In 2018, I stood on top of some train tracks, ready for it all to
end. I was determined to make sure my attempts worked
this time. My boyfriend found me and forced me away from
the train tracks. I had never laid a hand on him, but that day
I wanted to die so much that I tried to force myself past
him. One of my best friends came running toward me; she
sobbed and threw her arms around me. Behind her were
police officers and EMTs.

It wasn’t until later in the evening, when the police
banged on our door and asked to see our mother, that we
realized she wasn’t sleeping. She had taken a fatal dose of
medications shortly after we left for school earlier that day.
I still remember how she looked when the police turned her
over on the couch, her mouth and eyes purple and her lips
slightly parted as if she was still sleeping.

They put me in an ambulance, and as I laid on the gurney,
restrained, I watched the doors close. It was that moment
when I realized the consequences of what I had almost
done: I was going to relive the same mistake my mother
made and hurt the people I love, leaving them with pain I
would not wish on my worst enemy. I knew I needed to get
help, something my mother was never able to do.

After she died, I yearned to escape the new reality I had
been forced into. I wanted to be with my mom, and I
couldn’t help but replay her death in my mind. As I got
older, I was desperate to fill the void left by her death.
I chased after the attention of men — anything to fill
the sudden emptiness in my heart, with a single hint of
affection. I found reasons to punish myself, believing that I’d
been a bad child who had made life hard for my mother.

It’s been two years since my last suicide attempt, and I’m on
the road to recovery. I still have bad days, but over time they
have decreased. I’ve found support from my therapist and
psychiatrist, and have made it my goal to find wholeness in
myself. I realize now that my mother couldn’t see the love
we gave her, because she didn’t love herself.

At age 26, I’ve been hospitalized five times for suicide
attempts. The guilt of losing my mom this way left me with
an extreme fear of being abandoned. I wasn’t capable of
loving myself and relied heavily on others to love me twice
as much.

I currently attend support groups for mental illness and
tell my story about my struggles with losing my mom to
suicide. I hope to open people’s eyes to help them realize
they are loved, they are wanted, their life has purpose and
they are enough. I’ve learned that it’s not wrong to love who
I am, and every day I’m closer to
accepting myself.
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Here’s What
Happened During
My Reading
With a Medium
I met with a medium to connect with my past and ended
up having a heartfelt conversation that felt more like therapy.
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By Yasmeen Qahwash
I don’t consider myself to be very spiritual, but I wouldn’t
say that I’m a skeptic either — I just try to keep an open
mind and find comfort in knowing that I don’t have the
answers to any of life’s daunting questions. Things like
crystals, essential oils, tarot cards, psychics and mediums
have always intrigued me.

Just as I had hoped, Willits connected me to him, and I
was blown away at the details she knew. To my surprise,
she explained why my family went through this. According
to the reading, had my brother been born, he would have
overshadowed me and I wouldn’t have been able to be
as independent.

Specifically, the idea of connecting to those who have
passed has always been fascinating to me. Growing up,
I remember watching a TV show about mediums and I
always wondered what it would be like to witness that in
person. So of course I jumped at the chance to meet with
psychic medium Meredyth Willits, who’s based in Chicago.
The days leading up to the reading, I was so nervous.
My anxiety kept building the more I thought about it. I
would think of a new worst-case scenario almost every
day. What if it doesn’t work? What if it’s awkward? What
if she’s crazy? I was expecting the experience to turn out
to be one of two extremes — either it was going to be
overwhelming and emotional, or it wasn’t going to work
and I would leave discouraged.
In the end, it was one of the most comforting and
validating conversations I have ever had with a stranger.
In a way, it was like a therapy session. Rather than feeling
overwhelmed with emotion, I felt comfortable and at ease
with her and everything she had to say.
I knew all I really wanted to get out of this experience was
to be connected with my little brother. He was stillborn in
2000 when I was three years old and it left a huge impact
on my family. While I have a brother now, who turns 11 this
summer, and who brings so much light into my family’s
life, I still wonder to this day what life would be like had my
other brother been born.
“There’s lots of dynamics that are taken on when someone
is not born,” Willits said. “It changes the parents, it changes
the children and it changes the way that the parents
parent the children.”

Meredyth Willits, Chicago psychic medium
“He would have been the prince, is what he’s showing me.
And because he wasn’t born, you are the prince and the
princess,” Willits said. “Your parents now see you in both a
masculine and feminine way, to carry on traditions on both
sides and be an important person in a world that maybe a
girl wouldn’t be as important in. It would be totally different
and he knew it.”
Although I had so many questions about how life would
be different with my brother in it, I never really questioned
why my family had to experience this or wondered what it
meant. Everything she said made sense. Growing up as a
Palestinian American, I was raised in two different cultures
with conflicting values. If I had grown up with a brother
only three years younger than me, I would have more
than likely been overshadowed, as sons are traditionally
expected to carry on traditions, protect the women in the
family and take on the family name. Instead, I was able to
take on both energies, as Willits explained, and have a lot
more opportunities to be more independent.
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Much of this independence and strong assurance of who
I am comes from my dad’s side of my family, Willits said.
Before the reading, I was never interested in exploring
my ancestry, but she strongly encouraged me to do so.
She explained that the first things she saw in our reading
was gold, a strong paternal presence and royalty in my
ancestry. I’m hesitant to say that there’s any royalty in
my family, and I don’t own much gold, but my interest
was piqued.
“You come from a strong, paternal lineage that’s very
powerful in creating who you are,” she said. “Even though
you might be more connected with your mom, your strong
personality is your dad’s side. You’re strong-willed, and
you know what you want in life. That comes from your
dad’s side.”
This doesn’t heal any wounds or justify one of the
darkest times my family had to go through, but it does
offer comfort to know there was a reason. If anything, it
made me feel closer to my brother, something I never
thought possible as I was never able to connect with
him physically.
Aside from providing some clarity about my brother’s
stillbirth, this reading also happened less than a week
after I lost my job, and Columbia College shut down as
the COVID-19 pandemic spread, a couple of months
before graduation. My entire world had flipped upside
down and I felt so uncertain and anxious about how I
was going to get through these challenges. I went from
feeling comfortable and confident in having job security
in journalism to not knowing if I was even going to walk
across the stage and receive my degree.
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“Instead of letting the world
take you where you’re going,
you take the world where
you’re going.”
Willits explained to me that the left leg represents
relationships while the right leg represents life — and she
said it was like my right leg didn’t even exist, which meant
that I had no idea what to do next in my life. As I explained
to her my circumstances, she offered some advice about
how to move forward.
“Instead of letting the world take you where you’re going,
you take the world where you’re going.” Willits said. “You
make that choice.”
She told me to make a list of all of my strengths and to
specifically note what I envision my future to look like,
where I want to live, what my dream job looks like and
what kind of people I want to surround myself with. Willits
pointed out that this is the perfect time to start asking
these questions and really start searching for the answers.
“Remember, you come from a long line of royalty, they just
showed me. So, own that,” Willits said. “You have a long
line of paternal people that are rooting for you to take your
rightful place, your throne, in greatness. You’ve got all this
ancestry rooting for you.”
As soon as the reading was over, I was really glad that I
was able to have had that experience. It wasn’t awkward,
she wasn’t crazy, and she was able to connect me with
my little brother as well as offer some thoughtful and
encouraging advice to help get me through such a
challenging time in my life. Although I walked away with
more questions than answers, at least I now know what
questions I should be asking myself.
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How Tarot Readings
Can Change Your Life
I thought tarot readings were pointless, until one of them changed everything.
By Tessa Brubaker
Photos by Erin Dickson

I never believed in tarot cards. My one and only
experience was underwhelming and I walked away
from it with a bad taste in my mouth. It was freshman
year at a college convocation event on campus. I was
scared; a new freshman uncertain about what the
next four years would bring. I sat underneath a tent
and had my tarot cards read.
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The tarot card reader explained that I was going
to meet a lot of new people in the next couple of
months, which seemed pretty obvious. Disappointed
with the experience, I never revisited tarot cards
again. I didn’t want to waste my time having a
stranger tell me something I already knew
about myself.
Cut to almost four years later. I’m walking into
Two Hearted Queen, a coffee shop in Wrigleyville,

about to meet with Kristen Brennan, a local tarot
card reader. The coffee shop, with its out-of-season
Christmas decor and its mismatched furniture, was
a unique backdrop to fit the unique interview I was
about to do. Feeling nervous but determined to not
let my one experience define tarot cards for me, I
entered the coffee shop with an open mind and
came out with a better understanding of myself
and my future.
Brennan explains to me that she used tarot cards to
help turn her life around. Just last year she had been
living in her dad’s home in New Jersey, unsure of
what to do with her life. She decided to get her tarot
cards professionally read, which helped change her
life in a large way. “The only reason I live here is
because I got a tarot reading,” Brennan says with a
laugh. “It told me to move to Chicago.”
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She flips a card over and tells me a
new person will be entering my
life in the spring. She says this person
will see me for who I am and that
we will build a wonderful relationship.
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I was hoping this reading could have the same impact
for me.
According to Shauna Angel Blue, a psychic from
Chicago, tarot reading is a way to access the psyche
of a person. It is meant to provide insight into your
life and offer guidance. There are endless kinds of
tarot cards you can read from, and the tarot card
reader suggests the kind they prefer.
People choose to have a reading because they want
a window into where their life will go, she says. “It’s
like a 78-page book, but it’s in a card format and each
card has a meaning.”
Through her experience with readings, Angel Blue
has learned that most people ask about relationships.
People are always curious about how their love life
is going to pan out. After that, people generally ask
about jobs and health. “I like how fun they can be
in telling a story. It’s the same cards, different story
every time,” she says. “I just love that rich landscape
in the imagination.”
At Two Hearted Queen, Brennan takes her cards
and spreads them across the table. The 78 cards
themselves are works of art, each painted delicately
with vivid colors and beautifully illustrated pictures.
She flips a card over and tells me a new person will
be entering my life in the spring. She says this person
will see me for who I am and that we will build a
wonderful relationship.
I feel my skepticism lift as I remember the man I met
on the 147 bus just a week earlier. How could she
have known? My thoughts flash back to that meeting.
We had sat across from each other on the crowded
bus during rush hour, made eye contact and started
talking. For the week leading up to our tarot reading,
I couldn’t stop thinking about him. Somehow,
Brennan immediately homed in on my thoughts
without me saying anything.

Next, I asked about my career. I was feeling anxious
about my future. As a graduating senior, I had no
idea what I was going to be doing next. She assured
me that I would be just fine, and that I’ll be doing
something that brings me happiness. Somehow,
having a stranger say this to me helped. It didn’t
completely erase my uncertainty, but when I find
myself going down that hole again, I remind myself
of what she said to me in that coffee shop.
Brennan says when she gives readings, she channels
energies to tell someone what they need to know. She
can give tarot card readings to herself when she’s
about to enter a situation she feels apprehensive
about. “It’s a tool for me to work on myself,” she says.
“It goes very much hand in hand with therapy and
mental health.”
Brennan says she’s run into many people who are
skeptical about the whole process, but it’s worked
wonders for her and others. “At every pivotal point
in my life, a tarot reading has been something that
has helped me out of a rut or has been one of the only
things that has given me some real peace of mind
that I was OK,” Brennan says. “I think it’s wonderful.”
The reading gave me the confidence to try something
new. Immediately after we wrapped up our interview
and parted ways, I walked out of Two Hearted Queen,
pulled out my phone and texted him. We met for
coffee the next day, and as it turns out, Brennan was
right. It did turn into something wonderful.
Also, getting the reassurance from Brennan that
everything was going to turn out great for my career
took some of the stress off my shoulders. I felt more
secure about my future than I had in a long time.
That’s what I learned from this tarot reading,
something I didn’t get during my freshman
convocation: I’m going to be OK.
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Life

During the Pandemic
What the Pandemic Made Me
Thankful For
Unsafe in My Own Skin

By Andrea Sperry

By Gianella Goan

Through all of the craziness caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, between staying home,
Dear Faith,
social distancing and the hoarding of toilet
Did you see this coming? With a deadline of
paper, I’ve thought about how something like
four days, I packed all my belongings in blue
this may never happen again in my lifetime.
bins, but left my peace of mind behind. I don’t
Although it is a scary time, I have had a lot of
know why you deserted me when I needed you
time to realize what there is to be thankful for
the most. I spent the next few days erratically
during the pandemic:
crying, wondering where you went and if you’d
1. Being able to stay home and spend more
ever be back.
time with my family, with lots of homemade
meals and puzzles.
When you were still here, I was able to go
2. The quality time I get to spend with my dog,
outside with confidence and without worry.
Wrigley, going on walks and endless
Now I avoid going outside, especially as an
cuddling. I’m sure he’s just as thankful.
Asian-American, during this time. I fear being
3. A break from my job because, let’s get real,
confronted if I’m not wearing a mask or being
everyone gets burned out every once in
asked why I’m out in the first place.
a while.
4. The new limited-edition Animal Crossing
The other day, I was stared at on the bus
console and game. I got it right before the
throughout my entire ride. People avoided
pandemic hit, and now I’ve had an endless
sitting near me and raised their collars to
amount of time to catch fish and bugs
protect themselves. Throughout this, another
for Blathers.
passenger coughed, then a woman expressed her
5. Online learning means I save money on
disgust toward me as if I was the one who did. I
parking and train passes, not to mention
began to feel tense as someone else joined this
more time in my day from not commuting.
woman in staring at me. They began to whisper
6. Spring! At least I can still enjoy being
to each other and started to stand up and head
outside, and bonfire season has started
toward me. I began to panic at the inevitable
early in my household.
confrontation and pulled the cord for my escape.
7. Being a 2021 graduate. I waited a few years
to go back to school, and I’m grateful to be
I thought you were going to come back that
a junior and not a senior, so I won’t miss out
night, but you never came. I suddenly felt unsafe
on commencement. (Sorry, class of 2020!)
in my own skin, as if anxiety was crawling all
8. The power of technology to keep us
over me. I realized that venturing out now
connected with friends and family.
meant dealing with excessively sharp stares and
9. Being able to wear sweats every day and
potential racism-fueled harassment.
not have to do my makeup.
10. Bingeing all my favorite Netflix shows.
Wherever you are, I hope you visit soon. Please
stay for a while and convince me that everything
will be OK. I’ll be waiting for you.
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Sweet Home
H ~-

Although it is a scary
time, I have had a
lot of time to realize
what there is to be
thankful for during
the pandemic.

Children with special needs
fall through the cracks of online
schooling, where Zoom calls
can’t replace the hands-on
teaching required for a lot of
these students.

Pandemic Complicates Life for
Special-Needs Families
By Rachael Perry
Imagine putting your 10-year-old child down for bed at 9 p.m. and by 2
a.m. they are wide awake and ready to start their day. For many parents
of children with special needs, a lack of sleep and support is a daily
reality.
I’m a respite caregiver for a child with low-functioning autism, and when
the pandemic struck, I immediately thought of the families who rely on
teachers, therapists and respite caregivers to help support them and
their children with special needs. Single parents use those few hours of
school as their time to sleep and work.
During the pandemic, many parents took on a teacher role, but for the
families of children with disabilities, parents took on multiple roles,
including caring for their other children.
Without school, therapy services or a place to escape, families are
seeing what it’s like to be cooped up in the house all day with energetic
kids. However, for families of children with autism, having a child stuck
in the house can mean even less sleep
then normal.
Children with low-functioning special needs fall through the cracks
of online schooling, where Zoom calls can’t replace the hands-on
teaching they need. Schools have done whatever
they can to help assist families, but online schooling can’t replace the
passionate and understanding staff that teach
special education.
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I’ve seen the effects of the disruption in routine for people across the
world. But the disruption is especially challenging for the children with
autism and related disorders who rely on a routine to function in their
everyday lives. The anxiety that comes with
a lack of routine is something these children and adults cope with
every day.
These parents face the frightening possibility of their child contracting
COVID-19, but with an added threat: Hospitals and doctors offices can
be a source of anxiety for children with autism, and many hospitals are
overcrowded and unprepared to accommodate a child with aggressive
or self-injurious behaviors.
If there is a takeaway from this pandemic, I think it will be how
unprepared the United States was to support the disability community.
I hope we as a country can better serve families of children with special
needs to be certain they are getting the same level of education and
services families of typical children are receiving.
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GREEN BURIALS
IN HARMONY WITH NATURE
By Tessa Brubaker
Illustrations by Chase Mincey

Marion Friel didn’t plan on working in the
funeral industry, much less an environmentally
-friendly one. Helping people has always been
something she was interested in, but it wasn’t
until she met funeral directors that she realized
the death industry could be a path for her. And
after a decades-long career of working in a
funeral home, she left to open her own business.
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Friel, an embalmer and funeral director, now specializes
in green burials through her business Green Burials
of Love.

crafted wicker casket from a local artist, rather than
use a wooden casket made from trees, she says. “The
local artists and craftspeople are supported in your
community. It creates more community and it keeps
the money local, so why not?” Webster says.

Traditional embalming, according to the Green Burial
Council, uses 4.3 million gallons of embalming fluid
every year, some of which ends up in public wastewater.
Metal and wood caskets and vaults also are harmful
by leaking chemicals into soil and water. Working with
these traditional methods puts funeral workers’ health at
risk, the group says.

She describes a typical green burial like this: To get
to the gravesite, you walk down a trail surrounded by
nature. Instead of being marked with an elaborately
carved
headstone, the deceased’s grave is marked with a boulder
that fits into the surrounding natural landscape.

“It becomes the most beautiful thing to watch a body go
right back where it came from in the ground,” Friel says.
“There’s nothing to stop decomposition, there’s nothing
to hold them back from decomposing and improving the
ground. It’s just beautiful.”

“In a green burial cemetery, [we] encourage you to plant
flowers and trees and bushes on top of the gravesite so
you’re actually giving more oxygen to the air,” Friel says.
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Lee Webster, president of education at the Green
Burial Council, says not only are green burials
safer for the environment and the embalmers,
but they also support local businesses. People
who have lost a loved one can buy a beautifully
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Despite that, death and funerals are a part of life for all
of us, Friel says. She says witnessing a green burial is a
moving experience and is the most natural way to put a
loved one to rest. She describes her job as a green
funeral director as similar to that of a gardener; she
plants seeds for flowers and watches them grow
into something extraordinary.
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When Friel started working in the funeral industry, she
began to learn about the harmful effects that the
traditional burial process has on its workers and the
environment. “I love my job, and when I started doing
green burials, I started learning so much about the
different products that are out there and the different
things you can do that are environmentally-friendly,”
Friel says.
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“Sometimes it’s so hard to separate the two that it takes
a toll on you. Sometimes I come home, and I can’t do
anything but just rest for a few minutes,” she says. “You
almost feel like your blood has been sucked out of you
because you’ve given everything you had to someone else,
to a family that needed you.”
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This can also be the most difficult part. Friel finds it
challenging to separate her life from her job, especially
when a close friend or family member has passed away.

“I’ve been in the green burial business for 10 years now
and just in the last three years people are starting to
actually want to do this,” Friel says. “People are obviously
thinking about doing things greener now.”
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Friel says people’s growing concern about environmental
impact has increased interest in green burials. Using
wicker caskets or shrouds to bury a body allows for a
more natural process of decomposing, she says.
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While embalming is an important part of her job, Friel
says she also acts as a therapist and organizer for
families and friends of the deceased. It’s the part of her
job she loves the most and gives her the most fulfillment.
“A lot of people say, ‘Oh, I don’t know how you can do that,’
or, ‘I could never do that,’” Friel says. “Actually, being a
funeral director is just being someone like a
counselor who helps people make decisions at a time
that’s very difficult for them.”
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Grief Doesn’t End
at the Gravesite
Calahan Funeral Home gives emotional support to
families long after their loved ones have been put to rest.

By Chardai Powell
Shirley Calahan says Calahan Funeral Home’s
role is serving people from all over — “Anybody who
has run their course on life, and God has said
well done.”
Calahan, vice president and owner of Calahan
Funeral Home in Chicago, married into the industry
through her husband, Edward Calahan, with
whom she owns the home. She says she’s always
been interested in serving and helping other people,
and in 1989, left a career in banking to become a
licensed funeral director.
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Q: How do some people handle death?
A: Death is painful. Death sends us into a
place of shock, denial, anger and all kinds of
emotions. We work with those individuals from
the onset by helping them come to a realization
that death has occured. I like to start off funeral
arrangements by asking families, “Can you tell
me one thing you remember most about your
loved one?” So, when they tell me that, I go
around the room and allow them to share their emotions. I’ll say, “Not
even the sting of death can take away the memories that you have
developed and shared with your family. Let those memories be a guiding
light for you.”
Q: What are the emotions people feel?
A: We try to make it not dreadful, not sorrowful; we laugh along the
way. We may cry, but that’s OK because this is the time for tears. We
acknowledge tears, we accept tears, and then we move on along the way.
Q: How did Calahan Funeral Home come up with a program for
handling grief after a funeral?
A: One thing we realized [from] having death in our own family, having
lost my mom, my nephew, other people that are close to me, and from
studies is that grief doesn’t end at the gravesite. It often doesn’t start until
after the funeral. People go home, they stop calling, they go back to their
regular lives and then [grief] sets in. What we decided to do is we have
something called 365 days of daily affirmations.
Q: What comes out of the 365 days of affirmations?
A: We will take a person’s email address, sign them up and every day
they’ll get words of encouragement, exercises they can do, interactions
they can have and it helps them through the grieving process. I’ve heard
so many great comments about our daily affirmations. We have what we
call an onsite grief support group.

Q: What does the funeral home do with that?
A: We meet in person with families, whoever wishes to come, and we have
a trained person in grief, death and dying. Everyone shares, we will sit in
a circle. We will watch videos, and people come back for that over and over
again, so we know we’re helping people along the way.
Q: How important do you think it is for the community to get
involved with young people’s deaths?
A: When it is a school-age child, oftentimes, in communities, they will
bring in a counselor to talk, share and get an opportunity to be encouraged
by someone. In our community, in the African American community,
someone dies and we want to just pick up on Monday, like back to normal.
It is very hard that way. Whenever you lose something, you feel sad. We
have to allow time for the healing process by bringing in professionals who
can talk to us about the healing process and be their school counselors,
churches, pastors, neighborhood organizations, because we have a lot of
deaths in our community. We want to go back to normal — “See you at
school on Monday,” like nothing happened. That’s not the reality of life.
Q: What do you tell a younger person who has just lost a loved one?
A: Whenever there is a death, it brings the person to a realization that life
can be taken away in the blink of an eye. Death is a final act. It makes you
look at yourself [and ask] “Will I be next? Am I feeling OK? Am I coming
down with something?” We want people to look upward. We encourage
people through our grief process that the death of a young person,
especially to violence, is not the norm.
Q: What other tactics do you use?
A: People don’t always know how to express grief. When we have a young
person die, we put up a board in the chapel and we have markers so people
can come up and express themselves. They get out their emotions and
learn [that they are] not the only one feeling this way. It’s meant to help
young people come to a place of expression and acknowledgement of “I am
hurting, I feel sad, I am reaching out to someone.”
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How to Write a Will
A list of helpful tips to help young people write their own will.
By Yasmeen Qahwash
Have you ever thought about what would happen to your belongings if you died tomorrow?
If you’re a college-age student, this thought probably doesn’t cross your mind like it would for
someone who has assets such as property, money and a family. It’s uncommon for young people
to have a will prepared, let alone think about writing one on their own. Meg Tebo, a real estate
and estate-planning lawyer in suburban Chicago, said the young people who commonly prepare a
will are those who are terminally ill, have children or are in the military.
“Writing a will is a way of making a public statement and a statement to the court that would
oversee the administration of the will of who you want to have your stuff when you die,”
Tebo said. “It allows you to leave your personal assets to the people of your choice upon
your death. If you die without a will, the court gives your property to your next of kin.”
While it’s recommended to hire a lawyer to write your will, it might be too expensive for you.
In this case, you can write one on your own — it’s almost like writing a letter, says Tebo.
Here are some helpful tips from an expert to keep in mind while preparing your own will:

Start by asking yourself what you want to accomplish. Different goals
require different approaches in how to prepare your will and what you
will include.
Choose an executor, who will be your representative for managing
your property after you’re gone. (Ask the person first!)
In the document, state your full name, your family members’ full
names and anyone else who you plan to leave something to. Be sure to
include all of your immediate family members’ names and whether or
not you plan to leave them anything. Then, you can go into specifics
about who gets what.
You must also make very clear that the document is, in fact, your will.
Otherwise, it’s just a list of stuff that you might want to give to people.
Make sure to include somewhere in your will: “This is my last will and
testament.”
If you wish to leave money, you can either leave everything to one
person or divide it up among your loved ones. Keep in mind that
the amount of money in your accounts will more than likely change
between the time you write the will and the time you die.
If you’re married and have children who are minors, the child’s other
parent, if any, likely will have full custody. In your will, you must
appoint a guardian, in case there isn’t another parent, or if that person
is unavailable. From there, it’s ultimately up to the court to make
the final decision of who gets guardianship over your child, but the
nomination within the will carries a lot of weight. You may specify why
you are choosing that person.
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If you have immediate family members you don’t wish to leave
anything to, it’s helpful to state that in your will. This ensures that a
family member can’t claim that they were just forgotten or left out by
accident. The court will want to know that you considered this person
and purposefully chose not to leave anything to them. You don’t have
to say why.
Finding a template online can be tricky. Although it’s tempting to
download a free template online, it’s important to know that every
state has its own rules for how a will has to be prepared. Do your
research and be wary of the sites that claim it’s “good in all 50 states.”
The state of Illinois requires that a will must be witnessed by two
people. Each witness must sign and print their name and address to
ensure that they can be contacted if the will is ever contested.
At the end of the document, state that you are of sound mind. Lastly,
you and your witnesses will sign it and date it.
You should re-read your will every few years to ensure that it
still holds true. You can always start over completely, or add an
amendment to change smaller details.

MURDER
MYSTERY
By Colin Lenburg

You are a private detective sent to investigate the mysterious death of pro wrestling champion
Jimbo “Gumbo” Shore. Shore was found beaten to death in his basement wrestling ring.
There were three people in Shore’s mansion at the time of his death: his wife, Tiffany Shore,
a former wrestler herself now turned beauty guru, housekeeper and possible mistress,
Bernadette Bridges, and Shore’s manager, Thomas De Grazia. This mystery’s twists and turns
converge into this question:

WHO KILLED JIMBO SHORE?
Interrogation 1
You interview Tiffany, who is noticeably
calm throughout your line of questioning.
When asked how she discovered her
husband’s remains, she replies, “I was
standing near the screen door having a
smoke — Jim hated when I’d smoke in
the house — and there was a big thud,
followed by a smaller one. I thought
nothing of it. I figured Jim dropped a
book or something. I went downstairs
and found him dead in the ring and I
called the police in a panic.”

Clue 1 :
Muddy footprints are found
in the basement leading
from the sliding glass door.

Interrogation 2
You interview Bernadette, who appears to
be about four months pregnant. She is also
sporting a black eye. “Oh, this? I went out
last week with Jimbo and he accidentally
elbowed me when I spooked him,” she
says. When asked if she and Jimbo had
a romantic relationship, she shuts down.
“Tiffany wore the pants in their marriage.
I think he was trying to find a way out. He
didn’t love her. He’d talk to me because I
was an outsider to the business — I didn’t
wear tights or jump off the top rope, I was
normal.” she says, adding softly, “Keep an
eye on Tommy and Tiffany. They’re wolves.”

Clue 2 :
You find a folder in Jimbo’s
desk that contains signed
divorce papers.

Interrogation 3
Thomas stands in the ring where Jimbo’s
body was found. “Jimbo liked gamblin’.
He owed a lot of money to a lot of people.
They ain’t the savory types neither,” he says
as he paces around the ring. When asked
about the divorce papers you found earlier,
he says, “If he and Tiffany got divorced,
it would do irrevocable damage to their
brand. They were wrestling’s ‘it’ couple.
They can’t split up. It’s in his contract.”

Clue 3 :
In another folder in Jimbo’s desk
are his credit card statements,
showing thousands of dollars
spent at casinos.

DELIBERATE ON THE CLUES AND CHOOSE WHO DID IT:
Tiffany Shore

Bernadette Bridges
Turn to Page 74 for the answer

Thomas DeGrazia
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I Wrote

50

Letters to
Inmates on
Death Row
Here’s What I Learned

By Rachael Perry
“I am not the bloodthirsty, murdering
lunatic that I’ve been made into sounding
like!” Edward Fields told me in a letter.
Fields is one of the about 2,600 people living
on death row in the U.S., anticipating a
date that determines when his number is up.
But what’s his story, as well as the stories
of the other men and women who sit in cells
awaiting execution? I wanted to answer
that question.
The website WriteAPrisoner.com posts
profiles online of inmates in the United
States who are seeking pen pals. I took to
the website and found the profiles of 50 men
and women on death row and began writing.
I asked the usual icebreakers we have all
been asked, hoping to learn about the
person rather than the actions that landed
them there: What was your favorite subject
in school? What songs can make or break
your day? What is your favorite hobby? And
then, the most serious question: If you could
tell anyone something about yourself, what
would it be?
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Identity: What Are Your Hobbies?
Edward Fields, 53, who was convicted of two counts of first-degree
murder, remembers his favorite subjects in school being science, biology
and anatomy. He is currently reading the book “Beautiful Boy: A Father’s
Journey Through His Son’s Addiction” by David Sheff and plans to read
Stephen King’s novel “Carrie” next.
“I was never a big fan of music growing up. I bought an MP3 player so I
could try Ebooks. After I bought the thing, I found out that all the Ebooks
were in German.”
To pass the time, Fields says, he recently began drawing again after
stopping 25 years ago. His motivation was to send hand-drawn cartoons to
his three young grandsons.
“They seem like they enjoy them, but I seem to remember telling my
grandfather that I liked all kinds of things so I didn’t hurt his feelings,” he
wrote. “So who knows.”
This is where the process of reading these letters got complicated for
me; I was torn between finding out each inmate’s crime or ignoring it
completely. Over time, I grew to feel that it’s important to include in this
story how each inmate ended up on death row.
According to the Associated Press, Edward Fields hid in the brush,
wearing camouflage, and shot and killed a couple camping in the woods.
I hoped that including the details of their crimes would provide an
opportunity to read more deeply into each man’s words.
There were common themes among the letters I received. Whether it was
through drawing, creative writing, poetry or music, a lot of these inmates
use art as an escape. Eric Anderson, 46, convicted of robbery and murder,
sells his drawings to help support himself in prison. He is also an author,
with a book, “Short Stories From Death Row,” sold on Amazon.
Anderson, like many other inmates, maintains his innocence. He was
convicted of murdering and robbing a man who Anderson believed had
a large sum of money. Anderson is currently awaiting his appeal and
extensively researching his legal rights and case. In his two-part letter to
me, he discusses both his crime, past crimes and his efforts to prove
his innocence.
After serving six years in prison for another crime and being released in
2001, he says the time from 2001 to late 2002 was the best of his life.
“I basically had a normal life, which I only needed to find the right woman
to start a family with,” he wrote. “Then one night, in a blink of an eye,
it all ended!”
In 2005, Anderson was convicted of gross vehicular manslaughter after he
ran a red light and T-boned a truck.
“I was devastated by the news that the driver was a lady and she later died,”
he wrote. “Plus she had a 6-year-old boy at home, who now didn’t have his
mom ’cause of me.”
Ruben Garza and the letter he wrote to the author
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The Inside: What Is Life Like on Death Row?
Daniel Troya, 37, convicted of an armed carjacking where a person died,
married his pen pal of three years last September. He has had several pen
pals; the first is now best friends with his sister and attended her wedding.
Troya says pen pals provide a positive outlet for people on death row,
along with also giving him a chance to help others while on the inside. He
says a kind of “mental warfare” takes hold in prison, where prisoners try to
stir up trouble with other prisoners, in hopes of benefiting themselves.
“Things people don’t know about the federal [prison], no one is stuck
forever,” Troya wrote. “I don’t care what your sentence is, and that breeds
a state of constant paranoia that pen pals give such an outlet for.”
Ruben Garza, 40, convicted of two counts of first-degree murder, uses
writing to express himself, such as when he describes empathy: “To learn
about others is an art of listening with your ears and eyes in order to
understand the story being told,” Garza wrote.
He says inmates can make a choice: to either educate themselves and grow
as people or accept death as their future.
“In prison, we have already been found guilty,” he wrote. “We have all been
sentenced to die. We are not facing death row. We are facing a
death sentence.”
Garza and I found common ground in our similar interests in investigation
— mine as a journalist, and his as an advocate for other inmates. He
analyzed his friend Manuel Ovante Jr.’s case, which he says was the first
one he studied and wrote about.
In fact, I originally wrote to Ovante, who passed on my letter to Garza,
thinking Garza and I would connect better. He was right. Garza saw what I
was trying to accomplish by writing letters to 50 people on death row.
“We hope that you don’t mind allowing my life to be a chapter in your life’s
story of growth in becoming a storyteller, ” Garza wrote. “As you seek to
believe in your worth as a journalist, remember the First Amendment,
where invisible lines exist and writers know and understand what needs to
be written for the people to also believe in you.”
Garza’s letter was a turning point in this process for me, when I began
seeing the person separate from their crime, which left me conflicted: How
do you admire the writing of someone who murdered two people?
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The Outside: What Should People Know?
The question that I really wanted answered in all of the letters was this:
“If you could tell anyone something about yourself, what would it be?”
Matthew Marshall, 55, convicted of first-degree murder, gave me some
insight into his life before death row. He called his grandmother his
greatest role model. His parents raised him and his five brothers to be
successful citizens of society.
“I’m not a saint, nor a menace to society, just somebody who experienced
his share of ups & downs, challenges of adversity, that ultimately wants to
evolve into the sort of human being, who believes in making a difference,”
he wrote.

The Takeaway
Over the course of two months, I sent 50 letters to death row prisoners
and received 18 letters back. No letter made me feel frightened or
uncomfortable, but that doesn’t mean the writers weren’t capable of
committing awful crimes.
The letter that stuck out to me most was from Ruben Garza, who asked,
“We all have a story but, who will tell our story if our stories are never
told in writing? Even you have a story that is being lived. Who is
writing yours?”

Marshall was sentenced to death following an altercation with another
inmate. He was seen leaving the cell of the other inmate who was later
found dead, lying face down in his cell with his pants down and his hands
tied behind his back.
Michael Narine, 48, convicted of first-degree murder, graduated from
the University of California in Los Angeles with his bachelor’s degree in
criminology. He says he always wanted to be a DJ for a radio station,
but his father was in law enforcement and wanted Narine to follow in
his footsteps.
“If I could tell anyone something about me it would be that I’m an honest
man! Saying that probably sounds weird because I’m in prison. I would
also say that I have a kind heart and a huge sense of humor. :) I love
making people laugh,” he wrote.
Narine was convicted of first-degree murder, torture, aggravated mayhem
and assault on a child, his then-girlfriend’s 2-year-old son.
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19

Years in
the Joint

Father Jim Baraniak’s prison visits full of life, energy

By Rachael Perry
Father Jim Baraniak has, as he puts it, “19 years in the joint,” referring
to Green Bay Correctional Institution, a maximum security prison. “In
the state of Wisconsin,” he says, “this is the end of the line.”
Baraniak, who was the pastor for the Green Bay Packers for 22 years,
led Mass every Thursday at the Green Bay Correctional Institution for
nearly two decades.
When he was a visiting priest to the prison, he was pastor at Old St.
Joseph Church while also teaching humanities at St. Norbert College.
Baraniak, 53, is now the local superior of the Norbertine Fathers in
Chicago. He has been a priest for 27 years.
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Q: How did you begin in prison ministry?

Q: What’s something you learned that was distressing for you?

A: I went to see Bishop Robert Morneau, from the Green Bay
Diocese, and I told him, “Bishop, I just want to do something a
little more edgy.”

A: When a new guy comes into a prison, kind of like in a gang, there’s
[the initiation ritual of] blood in and blood out. And sadly I’ve seen
when they’re new to a prison they have to prove themselves. So when
the new guy came into the prison, I could tell by his tattoos that he was
in a gang. And where he was sitting in Mass and the tattoos he had, I
could tell what gang he was in.

The Green Bay Prison Correctional Institution is less than a mile down
the street from the St. Norbert Abbey, and the bishop said, “I just can’t
get the priests to go there. They don’t have the time and energy, but
honestly, they’re frightened or they have certain biases. The prison is
where our greatest need is.”
I kind of joked to the bishop, and I said, “I taught at an independent
high school where it was all boys. This will be a cakewalk.”
Those Thursday mornings at the prison were always dramatic, full of
life and energy. Sometimes it was the high point of my week,
quite honestly.

Q: Why do you feel people are fearful of inmates?
A: I think to some degree it’s fear. When I started wearing my habit
to the prison, oh my God, talk about earning respect, almost like
street cred.
The prisoners saw it as something special, that I would take time out
of my life weekly to be there, for 19 years. That’s huge. At the very
beginning, on the deck, inmates were whistling at me or making
derogatory comments. That didn’t happen the longer I was there.

Q: What’s a memorable interaction with a prisoner, from your years as
a prison minister?
A: My first day on the job, I’m getting the gifts ready, the bread and
wine. An inmate was there, where it’s his job to take care of the chapel.
He said to me, “I was thinking that you’ve got to wonder who’s more
surprising today, you being in this joint dressed like that or me in this
joint dressed like this.” And I said, “Can you say more about that?”
And he says, “Well, Jim, we’re classmates. We clearly went to high
school together.” And I just got goosebumps.

Q: How did your connection to the prisoners change over time?
A: I was seen as somebody who was respected. And for those who are
not Catholic, who did not attend Mass, they referred to me as “white
robe.” That was my nickname.
This interview was edited and condensed for brevity and clarity.

I almost think, why was it that it was my first day on the job that I met
a high school classmate? I find that very providential, and I think it
kind of sets a tone in a very blessed and beautiful tone, that you never
know. These aren’t just strangers. They aren’t just gangbangers
coming out of Chicago or Milwaukee or Kenosha. This guy is from
my hometown.

“

THE PRISONER SAYS, ‘WELL,
JIM, WE’RE CLASSMATES.
WE CLEARLY WENT TO HIGH
SCHOOL TOGETHER.’ AND
I JUST GOT GOOSEBUMPS.

”
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Life

During the Pandemic

My Struggle to Travel
During the Pandemic
By Sadaf Akhtar

Thursday, March 12
Columbia College announced that in-person classes
would end March 14.
Sunday, March 15
My family and I went to Tahoora, an Indian bakery
on Devon Avenue, for breakfast. On our way home,

I joked with my mom about how cheap the airline
tickets to Pakistan were and how now was the best
time to travel. Three hours later, my mom told me
I was going to Pakistan to visit my family. My flight
was leaving in five days.

My Animal Crossing Getaway at Home
By Ronny Baker
My friends and I were very excited for the new
Animal Crossing: New Horizons game release
on March 20, and had planned a party for that
day at my friend’s apartment. Later, the party got
canceled because of the pandemic, and we were
severely disappointed, but knew it was for the
best. On the night of the new release, I stayed up
until 3 a.m. playing the game, but I was not alone
because I was using Discord, a video-gaming
app, to voice chat with my friends.
The first week of the game after the game was
released, I spent time with my friends playing the
game online. We visited each other’s islands, sent
each other gifts and discovered the new features
that were introduced in the game.
I spent over 180 hours playing Animal Crossing,
but when I look back, I see how much time I spent
with my friends online during the pandemic.
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Tuesday, March 17
Pakistan announced that all incoming foreign
passengers arriving after March 21 at 1:30 a.m.
must have proper documentation showing they are
COVID-19 negative, and must have test results done
24 hours prior to landing. Even though I was flying
out on March 20, I wouldn’t land in Pakistan until
March 22 at 1:30 a.m.
Thursday, March 19
The Pakistani government extended the COVID-19
test requirement to March 22 at 5:30 a.m. However,
to be safe, I went to the doctor for a checkup,
stating that I had no coronavirus symptoms.
Friday, March 20
I left my house at 3 p.m., the roads were clear and I
got to the airport an hour early, which was shocking
for a Friday evening. Once the check-in counter
opened, I gave the attendant my documentation,
and after she and her two managers argued about
whether I had the proper papers, I was told that
I didn’t, which meant I couldn’t fly. I later found
out that I did have the right documents, which was
frustrating — I had the right documents, but I still
wasn’t able to fly? I went home and rescheduled my
flight for March 25.
Tuesday, March 24
Pakistan announced that the country was going into
lockdown for 14 days. Great. I called the airline and
their last flight out of Chicago was March 24. I had
no choice but to wait for Pakistan to open up and
take the next flight out.

The Gift the Pandemic Gave Me
By Chardai Powell

Making the Best
Out of the Worst Year Ever
By Chase Mincey
I didn’t have worldly concerns with what was going
on. I wasn’t in a position to save the world or find a
vaccine. To do what I could to prevent the spread of
the pandemic, I stayed home and kept myself and
my environment clean. It felt like I was going insane.
I entered 2020 with such high aspirations; I had
plans with friends, family and myself that I was
convinced would have led to a fantastic year. I was
going to go on a cross-country motorcycle trip with
my parents. I was going to travel the country and
scout out new cities I might want to live in. I was
going to participate in the Chicago art scene more.
But the pandemic eliminated all of that.
The whole thing sapped my momentum. My routine
was thrown out of whack when I was just starting
to get things realigned. I like to keep my spaces
separate. By that I mean that I like to go to work,
the gym, and then come back to my apartment to
do school work. But it became hard for me to find
the motivation to complete projects, or even just
generally participate in life. It really put me into a
dark place that I work every day to pull myself
out of.
But like a phoenix from the ashes, I shall rise.
Despite my doom-and-gloom outlook, I’m
learning to improve my self-discipline, and have
pushed myself to do what needs to be done
regardless of how badly I don’t want to do it. I
started to do yoga twice a day to combat the
increased intake of ramen noodles and eggs.
I’m watching online classes to both benefit my
academic experience as well as my current job.
I’m trying to improve myself, since I’m stuck with
myself, doing what I can, inch by inch, trying to
rebuild this year and make it the best I can.

When I was younger, my dad used to take my sister and
me to a Borders bookstore every other Friday. He let us
each pick two books. On one visit, when I was about 13, I
found a thick book on a bottom shelf. It had a burgundycolored cover and was illustrated with a drawing of a
lake and a hand that looked like it was crawling out of
the book’s cover toward me. The title, “Inkheart,” was
splattered across the cover above the name of the author,
Cornelia Funke.
When we got home, I quickly read the book, a story
about a father and daughter who could bring storybook
characters to life. “Inkheart” filled my world with
characters who felt like friends, fictional places I could
envision and plots that kept me turning to the next page.
That feeling of loving a book was eventually replaced
by friends and parties, and then work, internships
and social media. For a long time, the only time I read
anything was for my English homework. I was nostalgic
for choosing books and bookmarks with my dad and
sister, and I continued to buy books, but I let them stack
up in my room.
When Columbia’s campus closed and I went home, I
wanted to get back into reading, starting with “Inkheart.”
I remembered vague details of the book but couldn’t
remember its name. It had been so many years since
I’d read it, I couldn’t even remember the plot. I vowed I
would not order another book until I found
this one.
I searched my room and the back of my closet. No
“Inkheart.” One day, I woke up at 7:30 a.m., determined
to check one last spot: a pink storage bin in the corner
of the room. Underneath old journals, homework
assignments and pictures cut out of old fashion
magazines was “Inkheart,” with a ripped cover. I almost
cried. I felt the memories of trips to the bookstore with
my dad and sister. That day, I sat in silence, re-reading
“Inkheart.” With the workload of my college classes,
internship and job, it had been since high school that I
had felt the excitement of just reading a book.

I e n t e r ed 2 0 2 0 w i th suc h high aspirat ions; I ha d
p l an s w i th fri en ds, family and myself t hat I w a s
c o n vi n ced wo uld have led t o a fant ast ic ye a r .
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The pandemic brought me
to my knees. My anxiety was
amped up like never before.
Coping With My Mental
Health in Isolation
By Abigail Davidson

A few years ago, while pursuing my dreams
in a city and a school that I loved, I was
hospitalized twice and diagnosed with bipolar
2 disorder, or manic depression. This derailed
my life in many ways. I lost my boyfriend, my
family dynamic changed, and I moved back to
Iowa, but the most important thing remained:
I was going to complete my degree. I worked
through the hardest months of my life, twice,
and came into the Spring 2020 semester
feeling great. I was positively motivated to
succeed in my life after graduation, which at
times, I had briefly forgotten about.
That all changed on March 13, when Columbia
was forced to cancel classes due to the
COVID-19 pandemic and the state issued the
shelter-in-place order. Ultimately, the impact
of the self-quarantine would send me into the
worst depressive episode I’ve had in a year.
The pandemic brought me to my knees. My
anxiety was amped up like never before. This
wasn’t something I could get away from. The
pandemic was everywhere — news, friends,
social media, entertainment — and it was
all centered on widespread panic. Instead
of feeling like I had allies, I felt a daunting
sense of loneliness and despair. I struggled
to do the most basic tasks. Worst of all, I
struggled to find peace and cope with things
that I was deeply interested in or inspired
by. I was displaced from my apartment and
commencement was canceled, something
I had so long yearned for as a symbol of my
uncertain success. I shut down.
Despite having more time to reach out to
friends, I neglected all of my relationships. I
became unresponsive and felt anxious at the
thought of letting anyone know what I was
going through. I felt guilty, knowing so many
people had it worse.
The uncertainty of the state of the world was
the heaviest weight to carry. I lost a lot in
such a short amount of time. I regressed to a
place I never thought I would and it made me
question my ability to overcome my faults and
capacity to undergo change at any level.
COVID-19 dramatically altered everyone’s
lives, and this was just what my hardship
looked like. I have hope that conquering this
unprecedented, historic setback will give me
the same sort of feeling that walking across
the commencement stage would have done
— a sense of pride and self-love.
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How the Pandemic
Changed My Job
By Memo Ferreira

I work at a retail store that specializes in selling
big ticket items such as patio furniture, above
ground pools, trampolines, hot tubs, pool tables,
swing sets and other miscellaneous items. I’ve
been working there as a part-time salesman for
two years, but previously worked as stock help
for a year.
COVID-19 dramatically changed the way that
we traditionally held business. We were no
longer allowed to have any customers in the
store unless by appointment. A lot of our sales
were made through online leads. The staff was
also cut dramatically during this time, from 13
workers to four.
For the first week that Illinois enforced the
shutting down of unessential businesses, I was
laid off. It was a very confusing time because
I didn’t know if or when I would go back to
work and I was heavily considering filing for
unemployment before I was notified that I was
going to start working again the following week.
Surprisingly, the stores remained successful on
the sales side. The amount of trampolines and
swing sets that our company sold was staggering
compared to our usual numbers, which makes
sense with people confined in their homes,
looking for ways to entertain their children.
Although the traffic in the store became scarce, I
still had customers calling in phone orders.
Whatever ends up occurring with any new
social distancing protocols, one thing I know
for certain will happen: A lot of businesses are
going to move to online purchasing and at-home
delivery rather than store pickup. And not
knowing if I’d get my job back was incredibly
stressful. I can’t imagine what the millions of
other people in similar situations were going
through.

This school was like a dream and I had
hoped to go out with a bang my last semester.

I Thought 2020
Was Going to Be My Year
By Shannon Carrillo Garcia

Before all of this happened, I would’ve killed to
have a couple of days off to relax. I worked two
jobs and went to school full time. I craved for
just one day so that I might have enough energy
to do something just for myself. However, to
reach my goals, I had to work harder than most.
I didn’t grow up with the support that I needed.
When I turned 18, I struggled with finding ways
to attend college with just pennies in my pocket.
My family didn’t know much about applying for
college, so I took the initiative to learn.
I first attended the College of DuPage in 2011,
but I had a difficult time adjusting and ended
up failing my first year. I felt defeated, but my
personality wouldn’t let me give up. I continued
to retake classes and raise my GPA. I finally
graduated in 2017 with an associate degree in
graphic design and an honorable mention in
Best Identity Design in my portfolios seminar.
I wanted to continue my education at Columbia
College to get my bachelor’s degree in graphic
design. I wanted to prove to my family that
I have potential.
I thought 2020 was going to be my year. I was
offered a full-time job straight out of college
with my current internship. For once in my
life, I felt like all my bad luck was turning into
good. I had long awaited for my years of hard
work, dedication, sleepless nights and mental
breakdowns to pay off.
This school was like a dream and I had hoped to
go out with a bang my last semester. I’m the only
one out of my family to have a college degree
so far, my twin following close behind. While
I knew some of my family wouldn’t attend,
my twin surprised me by her and her family
deciding to come and see me graduate. I was so
happy as this would be my first time walking.
When the virus hit Chicago and the state shut
down, I couldn’t believe it. My graduation was
no longer. My twin canceled her flight because
she feared for her family’s safety, and I don’t
blame her one bit. I cried. I thought this would
finally be the reward that I worked so hard for.
It’s difficult not to take it personally.
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The Cost of Dying
Might Kill You

Chase Mincey
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$27,008
$27,088
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$37,729

$20,000

$10,000
$16,681
$17,016

Oklahoma

$17,134

Arkansas

$17,409

Kansas

$17,428

Tennessee

$18,353
$18,688
$21,343
$22,484

Mississippi

Idaho
Illinois
Nevada
Vermont
New Jersey
Massachusetts
Oregon
New York
California
Hawaii
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Credits
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Echo Cover
Portrait of Woman by Ethan Haddox via Unsplash
Crosswalk photo by Ryoji Iwata via Unsplash

Evolve Section Pages 8-9
Park photo by George Bakos via Unsplash
Portrait of Child by Sharon McCutcheon via Unsplash
A Ride Through Gary’s Neighborhoods Pages 14-19
Page 14 “We Are Beautiful Gary” mural on West 6th Avenue, Gary
(Photo by Sam Love). Clockwise from right: A red Miller sign marks
the location of a closed liquor store at 539 S. Lake St. in the Miller
neighborhood (Photo by Raymar Brunson). Empty streets and a mural
at 5900 Miller Ave., facing Lake Street (Photos by Raymar Brunson).
Page 16: Clockwise from upper right: An empty street in Miller (Photo
by Caitlyn Kingery). A mural with butterflies at 100 N Lake St. (Photo by
Sam Love). Gary City Hall, 401 Broadway (Photo by Sam Love). A mural
of the Jackson 5 (Photo by Sam Love); the family grew up in Gary. A
Miller mural (Photo by Caitlyn Kingery). The historic water tower at the
Indiana American Water plant (Photo by Sam Love), which is being
demolished, despite complaints from preservationists, reports the
Northwest Indiana Times.
Page 19: City Methodist Church, 557 Washington St. in Gary. This
huge church was built in 1926, but in the 1970s, as Gary’s population
dwindled, so did the church’s congregation. After the church building
closed for good in 1975, the structure deteriorated and was vandalized.
In recent years, there have been efforts to preserve the church as an
“architectural gem,” reports the Northwest Indiana Times. (Church
photos by Caitlyn Kingery)
Life During the Pandemic Pages 20-23
Bedroom illustrated by Chase Mincey
Figure on bed illustrated by Chase Mincey
Heart in envelope illustrated by Sadaf Akhtar
Volcano illustrated by Vicky Mavreas
Success Without College Pages 25-29
Cole Fortman portrait by Nate Olsen
Grilled Cheese photo by Pixzolo Photography via Unsplash
Danny Perry portrait by Danny Perry
Joie Gadsden portrait by Thomas Kirk
Wayne Cauthen portrait by Melanie Bert
Stage photo by Alexander Popov via Unsplash

The Activists 2020s Wishlist Pages 32-37
Graduation photo by Andre Hunter via Unsplash
Cityscape photo by Jackson Douglas via Unsplash
Two people photo by Josh Appel via Unsplash
Dinner party photo by Mohau Mannathoko via Unsplash
Lake photo by Natasha T. via Unsplash
Bus photo by Jose Alonso via Unsplash
I Felt Invincible — Until I Wasn’t Pages 38-39
Portrait of Man by Marcel Strauss via Unsplash
Child-Free by Choice Pages 40-41
Abstract faces illustrated by Aleya Marie Huebner
Surviving Suicide Pages 42-43
Engulfed girl illustrated by Shannon Carrillo
My Reading With a Medium Pages 44-46
Flowers and woman illustrated by Vicky Mavreas
Life During the Pandemic Pages 50-51
Schoolyard illustrated by Sadaf Akhtar
Finale Section Pages 52-53
Crosswalk photo by 13on via Unsplash
Millennium Park photo by Sonder Quest via Unsplash
Grief Doesn’t End at the Gravesite Pages 56-57
Gravestone photo by Annie Spratt Unsplash
Grass photo by Jill Dimond via Unsplash
How to Write a Will Page 58
Wax seal illustrated by Memo Ferreira
Murder Mystery Page 59
Murder suspects illustrated by Ronny Baker
I Wrote 50 Letters to Inmates on Death Row Pages 60-63
Locker room photo by Michelleoudemaatman via Unsplash
Jail cell photo by leonoverwheel via Unsplash
19 Years in the Joint Pages 64-65
Church photo by Grant Whitty via Unsplash
Life During the Pandemic Pages 66-69
Figure at computer illustrated by Aleya Marie Huebner
Airplane illustrated by Aleya Marie Huebner
Girl in bedroom illustrated by Shannon Carrillo

M_ _)
-Answer: Tiffany Shore. After seeing the divorce papers he was about to serve
her, she ambushed him while he was practicing moves in the ring and beat
him to death with a folding chair. She was terrified that the bad publicity would
tarnish her brand as a beauty guru and force her back into the wrestling ring.
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PERFORMING ON A STAGE IS BETTER THAN
ANYTHING IN THE WORLD.
I got to perform on the main stage of
Manifest a couple of times, and I won
the biggest prize. Those were some of
the coolest moments here. I wouldn’t
have been able to perform in front of
that many people and have a platform
to share my music with that many
people if it wasn’t for Columbia.
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